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A PAPER OF MICHELSON'S ON THE VELOCITY
OF REFLECTED LIGHT

b~1:

HAROLD WILLIS MILNES.

h 1' pap£·r appearc·d in the Astrophysical Journal, V. 3 7, pp. l 90-3
in 1913, by which time MIChelson was no longer the free-lance
experimt.•nter he had been when he and Morley did their more
famous experiment. Ht~ had become a ball-player with the
in-group c.r -.cienc£·. It was apparently at Einstein's request that he pc>rfornwd this
experirru"nt, which purports to demonstrate that light does not move at any different
vf.•locity after rc·flection by a moving reflecting surface, than it did before incidence.
We hav<· no J)(•rsonal interest of our own in this matter as the tran!)mission theory encounters no difficulties with moving r<•flectors. For it, it is merely
necessary to tell what is the condition of motion of the presumed carrier for
elecromagnetic effects and after that aJJ else is decided. We would a!\sumc that the
motion of the carrier is concornmitant with the motion of the n:·flectcr at the
r<·flectcr; and that it accompanies the source near the source; between the two there
is a continuous tran~ition frorr. one state of motion to the other and our light point
m"Wf.''> a1 vdocity c relative to that. Therefor£~, we do not have th£• motivation or
tim(· to waste in r£·viewing th1s paper of MiChelson's in cardul detail ourself. We have
decid(·d, in!)tead, simply to rc·print it here in toto, as it is quite short. Those who
espouse tht~ emission principle of light propagation may then answer it and may use
the pag(·s of this J. for that purpose if they wish to do so. We are all ears to hear
their criticisms of what M1Chf~lson has done.
Perhaps Kantor, Waldron, Wallace and Tedenstig can br£'athe some lif£'
bac"- into th£' corp~e of the ballistic-emission theories therewith. We sugg£'st they give
du£' and careful attention to MIChelson's kiddie-like arithmetical errors, which at a
superficial glance of our cwn \\lould seem tc b<• as much present in this work as they
were in the pap£'r with Morley on the Fizeau experiment. Also, we find amusing h1s
weighting of his observation~ and c;uggest one beware of it, for it has the effect of
corroborc.ting h•s foregone conclusion!> regarding the outcome of the experirr·.tmtation
bf.•fcr(· he ever goes about assembling the first piec£' of apparatus. So there· is some
rea~onable chanc£' that this pap(~r is flawed.
Despite
our
obvious
scepticism
about
the
validity
of the
ballistic-emission principle, we do have an open mind still. But it seems to us that it
will b(• difficult to counter the evidence piling up counter to them in DeSitter's
argument, Tolman's discussion (Tolman's paper is unclear as to whether he actually did
an experimcr•t or only a gedanken experiment), Majorc:.na's experimer.tal work, and
IV{'S' investig,rtions along the same line, as well as our own objections to th£' ballistic
photon stated in this J. pp. 2348-9. We see no purpose gained in fantasizing a theory
in the face of cold hard facts negating it - but maybe, the facts ar£' not so cold and
hard as they seem to be. We are pr£'pared to listen, consider and weigh all r(·asonable
d£'b.:t t e, but the defense of the ballistic principle will have to be very ~ood if it i'i to
be convmcing.
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